The grades of all San Francisco streets are color coded on this map. The darker red, the steeper the slope. If an easy route is desired, avoid the red. If you desire a more challenging and varied route, the steeper terrain is clearly indicated.

How to use this San Francisco Bike Map & Walking Guide

- Bike Path: indicates a street that is usually suited to traveling at bike speeds.
- Bike Lane: indicates a designated area for traveling at bike speeds (dashed line).
- Bike Route: a longer bicycle only route (dashed line).
- Bike Path + bike lane: combines the above (dashed line).
- Arrows indicate direction one direction.

Biking Tips

- Bike Path: indicates streets that are usually suited to traveling at bike speeds.
- Bike Lane: indicates streets that are designated for traveling at bike speeds (dashed line).
- Bike Route: longer bicycle only routes (dashed line).
- Bike Path + bike lane: combines the above (dashed line).
- Arrows indicate direction one direction.

Walking Guide

- Bike Path: indicates a street that is usually suited to traveling at bike speeds.
- Bike Lane: indicates a designated area for traveling at bike speeds (dashed line).
- Bike Route: a longer bicycle only route (dashed line).
- Bike Path + bike lane: combines the above (dashed line).
- Arrows indicate direction one direction.

Street Grades

- Street grade 0%: streets with no grade change.
- Street grade 1% to 10%: streets with a low grade change.
- Street grade over 10%: streets with a high grade change.

Bike Routes

- Bike Routes are indicated by dashed lines on the map. These routes are dedicated bike lanes on roadway edges.

Walking Guide

- Bike Path: indicates streets that are usually suited to traveling at bike speeds.
- Bike Lane: indicates streets that are designated for traveling at bike speeds (dashed line).
- Bike Route: longer bicycle only routes (dashed line).
- Bike Path + bike lane: combines the above (dashed line).
- Arrows indicate direction one direction.

Walking Guide

- Bike Path: indicates streets that are usually suited to traveling at bike speeds.
- Bike Lane: indicates streets that are designated for traveling at bike speeds (dashed line).
- Bike Route: longer bicycle only routes (dashed line).
- Bike Path + bike lane: combines the above (dashed line).
- Arrows indicate direction one direction.

San Francisco Bike Map & Walking Guide

- San Francisco Bike Map & Walking Guide is available in San Francisco bike lanes, or online with membership in the San Francisco Bicycle Coalition.

Understanding the Official San Francisco Bike Route System

- Bike Path: indicates streets that are usually suited to traveling at bike speeds.
- Bike Lane: indicates streets that are designated for traveling at bike speeds (dashed line).
- Bike Route: longer bicycle only routes (dashed line).
- Bike Path + bike lane: combines the above (dashed line).
- Arrows indicate direction one direction.

This map is available in San Francisco bike lanes, or online with membership in the San Francisco Bicycle Coalition.